2006 F4C
Scale
World
Champs
The wide range of aeroplanes modelled at
Sweden started with pre WW1 and types
from every later era were represented either
in military or civilian form.
One does not need to be a competitor to
get up close and personal with the incredible array of flying museum pieces, they
were all accessible to the general public to
view in the hangar. The pitot tube shown
below may not in itself seem like a very
time consuming job to design and construct

Blackburn 1912 by Thor Arne Solberg from Norway uses a Laser 200V, 2300mm span
and weighed in at 7kg.

Great Britain’s Peter McDermott ‘s Sopwith Snipe takes to the air for another very
entertaining flight. Laser 360 V twin 2600mm span and 13kg.

and that is a fair assumption until you add
that task to the myriad of components that
make up a full sized aeroplane.
When compared to the four stroke
sound it seems the days of a small single
cylinder two stroke engine remaining competitive are over although the larger two
strokers were able to produce a pretty good
grunty sound at low engine rpm. Certainly
most models were over powered which
enabled low power settings in most flight
phases.
Competitors were all talking about
the impact that ARF product may have
on this event and it is my view that more
people will fly scale models as a result and
some will inevitably end up at this elite
level. Team scale, ARF and modified ARF
formats are being discussed by officials
in most countries and the challenge for
organisations is to correctly manage and
promote what is one of the fastest growing
market segments in R/C aeromodelling.
A full range of photographs of all the
awe inspiring machinery are available for
view on the official Sweden F4C website
www.scalechamps-in-sweden.se


Switzerland’s Max Schilts built his own engine in the 2680mm span K+W C 3603.

Fouga Magister was the largest jet at 3.060mm wingspan. Powered by a Simjet the UAT
and fuel tanks were changed to a lighter bladder system in order to save weight. The
model just scraped under the 15kg weight limit. Flown by Marc Levy from France.
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An Airspeed indictor or possibly angle of
attack gauge.

Peter Tax from Czeck Republic shows what can be done during a European winter. The
4200 mm wing-psan Caproni G4 WW1 bomber was powered by two Laser 200Y four
strokes took five thousand hours to build. The sheer magnitude of the effort put into
this model was mind blowing.

Wing warping bellcrank with what looked
to be hand made turnbuckles.

It would be a shame to get these wheels dirty.
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Beechcraft TC45 model 18 by Gerard Rutten from the
Netherlands. 2650mm wingpan with Saito 91 fs engines was
flown with great realism.
Jose Dura Olmos flew the Laser 150 powered 2660mm span
Curtiss Jenny JN4. The Spanish team presented classic biplanes.

Presence in the air equally matched the detail on the Moraine A1
by Piero Santuci from Italy.
Sopwith 1: 1/2 Strutter by Mick Reeves from Great Britain.

The Douglas Dauntless of New Zealand’s Gwyn Avanell was one
of the few models with a weathered finish. OS 160 Gemini power
and it executed a dive bombing run complete with bomb drop.
Switzerlands Max Schilt surpassed the excellent engine detail
by also building the two cylinder fourstroke PATMAX Phoenix
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Unfortunately the photos don’t do justice to the detail on the Zlin
526 AFS If you have ever pre-flighted a light aeroplane one could
easily think one was dreaming. Built by Marek Dabrowski from
Poland the 2035mm sized model features OS 120 fs power.
After a while the flying programme starts too look the same but
the three turn spin by Robert Makowski was a welcome change.
Fournier RF-4D with OS 120 FS weighed 8.9kg with 3.635 mm
wingspan.

A Golden Era classic Art Chester’s Jeep by Norway’s Kenneth
Sandberg. ZDZ 60 two stroke at 11kg and 2133mm span.

Another example of brilliant panel work is the Zlin142 by Igor
Zhydanov from Ukraine. Webra Speed 91 two stroke, 7.5kg and
2200mm wingspan. Below is the landing light.

F-15 turky feathers by Gerard Rutten from the Netherlands.
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One of the matching T28 Trojans by USA father and son team
Hal and Gary Parenti. Both models presented beautifully
presented but let down by the loud two stroke sound. The
extremely long main undercarriage struts were unable to absorb
the impact when Gary readjusted the approach to make it
onto the crosswind runway. tried to make ’s model Wingspan
2080mm, 10.6 kg and Moki 180 engine.

Remains of an F-16 Fighting Falcon by Vitaliy Robertus from
Russia. Imagine the disappointment caused after making a few
minor changes on the transmitter then discovering you had
inadvertently reversed the ailerons for the practice flight.
It was the elevator
not the rudder that
aided the demise of
Russian Viatcheslav
Chubatov’s
entry. The Yak 52
Yakovlev lost an
elevator in flight
and made it to short
final but went in.
OS 20cc 1830mm
span and 5.9 kg.
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Toshifumi Watanabe from Japan runs up the Britten Norman
Islander. Must be running nitro.
Knoller C11 landing up the hill. Wingspan 2130mm OS 120 SE
7.15 kg entry from Pavel Fencl from the Czech Republic.

Miles Hawk MP2 Major about to test the pilot’s skill controlling
a tail skid on bitumen. Brian Borland from New Zealnd
managing a perfect touchdown. Laser 180 11.1kg and 2500mm
wingspan.

Australia’s David Law flies the DeHavilland Vampire back in
after an eventful flight. PST 600r turbine 2105mm span at 11.8kg.

Noel Whitehead from Australia lifts off the 2250mm span
Winjeel for round two. Impressive sound from the Enya 240V
twin and like many others hardly ever flown above half throttle.

Sopwith aircraft were popular. At the rear is Mick Reeves and
the 1-1/2 Strutter. From the left New Zealander Niel Schrader’s
2000mm span Saito 80 powered Pup, Spain’s Victor Macho
Estrad 2000mm Pup with Laser 200 power and on the right from
Sweden is Stefan Olsson with a Laser 180 v twin up front of his
1/4 scale Pup which also has a 2000mm wingspan.
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Flown by Pieerr Boissiere from France his Jurca Tempete had
wingspan of 2000mm, 9.5 kg and a Moki 210 which was a lot
quieter than the livery.

Very nice touchdown by Jan Liahagen from Norway. Hope he
received ten points as it is a Texan and it stayed down. Laser
240V twin up front, 2350m span at 7.46 kg.
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